












Dear Planning Commission Members,

I’m glad the PC has an interest in finding parking solutions. There’s been an incredible amount
of time spent on parking issues. Unfortunately some past Town Council members played
games with parking as apolitical tool and obstruction to commercial development.

Before and around the Cooper Consulting time frame parking was ahot topic. There were
actually meaningful parking requirements in place and acommon question was why the Town
wasn’t enforcing them. Obvious to some was also acircular pattern between Town Council and
the Planning Commission of constantly studying and sending to council parking related issues
only to have them sent back to PC over and over again. Iremember one commercial land
owner asking why everything keeps coming back to parking at aPC meeting and two
members looked at each other and joked “sometimes there’s an art to doing nothing”.

Fortunately only one member remains on council from that time and hopefully alesson has
been learned about the “art of doing nothing”. We have acongested mess and the historic
Battery Thomson is being abused because of TC parking failures. The residents around Battery
Thomson are also paying aheavy price with all the extra traffic and noise created having a
Commercial District parking lot in aresidential area. Idon’t think Ion Avenue is the right place
to provide parking for establishments serving so much alcohol and thats exactly what it is after
acertain time of day.
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Some changes Ithink would improve parking conditions are eliminating the 300 foot buffer
requirement between “Coffee Shops”, eliminating angle parking on Middle Street, removing the
BZA requirement for private parking lots, and adrop off/pick up location for Stith Park.

The 300 foot buffer requirement eliminates several lots from the Coffee Shop use even though
they have plenty of room for parking. The existing shops don’t meet any reasonable parking
requirements and hold visitors longer adding to parking problems. Some simple changes
would allow reasonable “Coffee Shop” uses without them becoming miniature restaurants
while also adding parking.

The angle parking along Middle Street is obviously dangerous and can be made up for
elsewhere. Some cars are there all day and Idon’t think there would be any harm to existing
establishments as long as additional nearby parking is available.

The BZA recently approved aparking lot on Middle Street and I’m thankful they did. However, I
think TC and PC should write aparking lot ordinance which address’s concerns and be
consistent among all applicants for aparking lot permit. Membership can change too often on
the BZA and different members over time may have very different ideas.

Adrop off and pick up for Stith Park is another safety issue and its ridiculous we don’t have
one already. Isee cars stop in the middle of the road all the time dropping and picking up kids
at the park.

Good luck, you’re gonna need it to get anything meaningful done.

Respectfully,
R i c h a r d G r a h a m
2102 Ion Ave .


